Solving serpin crystal structures.
Essentially the same steps are required to solve the crystal structure of a serpin as for any other protein: produce and purify protein, grow crystals, collect diffraction data, find estimates of the phase angles, and then refine and validate the structure. For the phasing step, experimental phasing methods involving heavy atom soaks were required for the first few structures, but with the large number of serpin structures now available, molecular replacement has become the method of choice. Two things are special about serpins. First, because of the central role of conformational change in serpin mechanism, it is advisable to consider a variety of molecular replacement models in different conformations and then to allow for rigid-body motions in the initial refinement steps. Second, probably owing to the flexibility of serpins, the average serpin crystal is significantly less well ordered than the average crystal of another protein, which increases the difficulty of solving and refining their structures.